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International Cash Pooling

Justus Jansen

1. International Cash Pooling

Globalization became a natural part of the world’s vocabulary. It is also well 
known that companies and corporate groups need to manage their cash 
flow. Out of these two common facts results something that is really worth 
looking at: international cash pooling.

The task of a Chief Financial Officer (CFO) in a company or corporate 
group is to manage financial risks and to optimise the financial situation 
of the company or the group. This optimisation is done in multinational 
corporations by cash management systems and in particular by way of 
implementation of cross-border or multijurisdictional international cash 
pools. Nonetheless, international cash pooling is a topic rarely reviewed. 
In practise it is however wide spread as it is practiced by corporate groups 
all around the world.

While setting up an international cash pool in a multinational corporate 
group it is crucial to take all involved jurisdiction into account. For exam-
ple, the legitimacy of necessary up- and downstream loans within a cash 
pool needs to be assessed as well as questions of capital maintenance or 
a potential liability for losses, just to name some of the many questions 
arising when setting up a multijurisdictional cash pool. Cash pool sys-
tems therefore need to respect possibilities and barriers of company law, 
insolvency law and banking law. In addition an optimised cash pool must 
also take tax law requirements into account. The latter angle is not part of 
this book.

This book provides an overview of the legal requirements in 15 different 
countries when installing a cash pool system. It enables the reader to get 
an idea of the chances and risks which will accompany a multijurisdic-
tional cash pool system involving the jurisdictions of his choice. It draws 
his attention to crucial requirements, provisions and issues, which are most 
important to deal with in the chosen configuration.
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